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Yesterday the weight of the evidence was rather bullish with seven (!) indications that a low was struck; and I 

therefore preferred (60%) a rally to >SPX2440 without any >10p pullbacks. This is why the “weight of the evidence” 

approach is the best approach 😊 And a rally we got: 37p. So good that we got ideal A.I. buy signals on all major 

indices (S&P500, NASDAQ, NDX, NYA, WLSH500); except the DOW and RUT. This confirms intermediate-b is 

underway as also the prior rally was 37p (2438->2475). But, then the A.I. remained on a sell instead. Figure-1 shows 

the ideal target zone for a zigzag major-4 wave; but as said yesterday it may very well become an (irregular) flat. In 

that case, the S&P500 can reach up to SPX2510-2519 depending on if major-3 peaked at SPX2484 (see hourly chart) 

or at SPX2491 (see 1-minute chart). Given the strength of the currently rally; I would not be surprised if we’d see a 

retest of the ATHs. First resistance is now at SPX2460 and SPX2470. 

Figure 1. SPX 1 minute: intermediate-a in. Blue box is ideal target zone for b-wave based on zigzag. First level already 

reached. But price can move much higher when making an (irregular) b-wave: upto SPX2510-2519 MAX.  

 

SPX hourly: no >10p pullback yet, no negative divergence on hourly RSI5. First resistance at grey trend lines/arrows. 
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The S&P500 closed well-above the needed SPX2447 level, as outlined in the intra-day update, thus providing us with 

an ideal A.I. buy signal; the 3rd since the SPX1810 low (see green up arrows). Hence, we should expect continued 

upside. The positive divergence on the daily RSI5 worked like a champ and price is back above the 50d SMA, which 

should now act as support. Resistance is at the 20d SMA, green uptrend line, and dotted orange trendline (SPX2462-

68), which is in-line with the resistance levels from the hourly chart. To re-iterate: since there’s not even been an 

>10p pullback since the SPX2417 low, it is nearly impossible to provide reliable upside targets for this b-wave. The 

ideal A.I. buy signals tell us the current up move is strong and suggests therefore price will most likely not stall at the 

ideal zigzag price range of SPX2454-2474 shown in Figure 1A; but that a flat-correction, which is rather common for 

a 4th wave, is more likely (30 vs 70% odds IMHO).  

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Ideal A.I. buy signal. Expecting continued upside. 
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When I sent out the intra-day update today I included the daily chart of the NASDAQ, which has a different count 

than that of the S&P500 and even that for the NDX. This is because each index should be treated independently as 

to avoid trying to force parallels and similar count that in reality may not be there. In addition, different counts can 

help us better determine the next likely larger move; and for the COMPQ we may have started intermediate-v, which 

would support the aforementioned notion of an irregular b-wave for the S&P500. Please also note here the ideal A.I. 

buy signals due to today’s price action. 

Figure 3. COMPQ and NDX daily charts: two ways to possible count the waves. 
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The S&P500’s McClellan Oscillator (MO) ended today at -8; a 40p improvement over yesterday and causing it to close 

above last week’s high (-10) when the S&P500 reached SPX2475. This adds weight to the evidence that intermediate-

b is underway and that we should expect higher breadth readings going forward. However, the SPXSI remains on a 

sell and continues to point down, as it will only turn back up on positive breadth readings. If the Bulls can’t muster 

positive MO readings, or only marginally positive (<60, say in the 20-40 zone); it will then further substantiated the 

preferred view of an ongoing bounce (i.e. intermediate-b wave), which will fizzle out. For example compare the 

September-2016 set up. 

Figure 4.  SPXSI still pointing down (on a sell) as market breadth ended at -8 today 

 

In conclusion: Yesterday’s abundant positive indications and buy signals got firmly confirmed today to the point 

where almost all major indices gave an ideal A.I. buy signal. This development therefore strongly supports the 

preferred view of intermediate-b being underway. Without even a >10p pullback since the SPX2417 low it is 

currently unknown where this b-wave will end. A zigzag structure suggests SPX2454-2474, but all the confirmed 

and strong buy signals rather point to higher prices and intermediate-b could very well morph major-4 into an 

(irregular) flat targeting up to SPX2510-2519 MAX. Given that 4th waves are often flats; this wouldn’t surprise me. 

I therefore give a 30% probability to the zigzag and a 70% likelihood to the (irregular) flat. Market breadth 

improved dramatically today, but is still negative. Readings >60 are needed to confirm a continued rally. If the 

SPX-MO eventually stalls in the 20-40 range, we can be more certain the up move won’t last much longer. Short 

term there is resistance in the SPX2460-2470 zone, and support is at the 50d SMA. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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